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IPADADI II 

A cruising log 

in Sept 2017 of.. 

 By Ken Russell... 



The Helmsman.. 

..and the Skipper 

A month in the log of Ipapadi II, a Moody 425 

cruised by Ken & June Russell in the Mediterranean. 

It’s more  a ‘saga’ of mechanical incidents and their 

reparations, of problems, and the solutions, that any 

cruising vessel could encounter.  In the recounting, 

there might just be snippets of information useful 

to fellow sailors……... 



8th Sept 0810 hrs slipped berth 12S/16 
Marina International, Torrevieja for Ali-
cante. 
1345 hrs tied berth F637 Real Club Ma-

rina Alicante (28 nm). Paid for two 

nights as weather forecast not favora-

ble for next day. The day after that 

wasn't great either so it was a 3rd 

night in Alicante. 

11th Sept 0750 hrs slipped berth but 

couldn't move more than a couple me-

ters forward, the marinara dived to re-

lease a lazy-line caught on the rudder 

but also found rope wound on the prop. 

It had been cut off by the rope 

cutter but still wound, with the loan of 

a knife he removed it all. Then we went 

to leave but forward gear wouldn't en-

gage so we had to be tied up again, the 

guy suggested getting a mechanic but 

in the meantime I fiddled with the lever 

long enough to get engagement of for- 

Still ‘felt at  sea’ walking on this ter-

razzo along the front at Alicante! 

We had been berthed in Torrevieja, 

Costa Blanca since May 2015 and had 

sailed very little during the two years 

since.  June has undergone total knee 

replacement operations in both knees 

during that time, so brief spells living 

aboard  were all that could be 

achieved.  The 2nd  Sept  this year saw 

us on-board again to prepare for mov-

ing north to the Barcelona region. 

  

ward again and reverse was ok. By 

this time it was too late to leave, so 

it was a 4th night in Alicante. I was 

noticing this problem with forward 

being slow to engage for a couple 

of years and blaming it on a mal-

functioning folding prop. I was be-

coming more and more convinced 

that it was the prop.  



Top, some of the impressive 

architecture of Alicante. 

Above, the Citadel above the 

Marina  at Alicante. 

 

  

In Alicante an email from Caroline & 

Alfie (June’s sister and brother in law) 

confirmed them coming out to Valen-

cia on the 16th, returning from Barce-

lona on 26th, we would pick them up 

in Valencia. They changed their Hal-

berg Rassy 49 for an Oyster 62 during 

the summer and were interested in re-

searching suitable marinas in the Med. 

12th Sept 0730 hrs slipped Real Club 

Alicante for Puerto de Altea. First two 

hours, good progress made, but then 

the wind, on the nose, got stronger 

and stronger.  We were down to 1.5 

knots in the 2 meter troughs. Con-

vinced it was a prop problem I decided 

to arrange a lift on the slings at Altea 

to replace the folding prop with the 

original fixed three blade stowed. on-

board. 



 

The light coming up on the way to Altea   

1600 hrs tied to fuel berth Al-

tea (29 nm) to arrange lift-out, 

but was told that this would 

have to wait until the morning 

as the wind was too strong. 

13th Sept 0830 hrs lifted out 
and left on the slings whilst I 
changed props. 
1000 hrs lifted in again and off 

we went, no we didn't - no for-

ward gear at all. Totally 

shocked, gobsmacked and de-

flated it dawned on me to....... 

…….put the lever in forward 

and go down below and grab 

the shaft – it was as I dreaded, 

I could hold the shaft easily to 

stop it rotating. 

A mechanic from Pradha Yacht Services (they sounded good anyway!) was 

called to confirm that the gearbox needed refurbished with a new disc kit. He 

said the gearbox would need to come out and seemed happy to do it with the 

boat afloat, so the yard guys towed us to a berth and the mechanic instructed 

his apprentice on what to do and left him to get on with it. We went to pay 

the marina for a couple of nights and the haul-out,  then back on-board and 

down below to see how the lad was getting on. Water was pissing into the 

bilge, he obviously hadn’t come across a carbon disc rubbing against a steel 

boss type of seal before!  It’s called a PSS, I fitted it in 2008 replacing the old 

fashioned bronze ‘stuffing box’ which has to be serviced with flax and grease 

annually. The PSS works by a ‘bellows’ type rubber (synthetic) one end 

clamped to the stern tube and the other round the very had carbon/ceramic 

boss.  Through this goes the shaft and a stainless steel boss is pushed down  



the shaft to compress the bellows enough to not let water through between 
the two surfaces. The stainless steel boss is then held in place with two sets of 
set screws at 90’, the set screws are doubled up as a locking mechanism and 
this is were people go wrong, they forget or don’t know about them. He must 
have used something like a screwdriver to wedge it apart whilst the steel part 
had two set screws still in place, chipped it and now we were having to source 
a new carbon as well as gearbox disc kit! More immediately urgent was call-
ing the yard boys again to tow to us for lifting out. By the time that was done 
it was siesta time, work in extracting the gearbox didn’t resume again until 
1530 hrs and by the time it was extracted it was too late to source parts. The 
whole of the next morning was quite stressful standing by at the Pradha Yacht 
Services office until eventually by 1300 hrs it was confirmed that all parts 
would be delivered the next day. 

The picturesque narrow streets 

leading to  the church with  the 

blue cupolas in Altea. 

  

Altea is quite a charming place, 
particularly the old town perched 
on a hill, we cheated and took a 
taxi up that evening to dander the 
network of little streets. 
18th Sept 1200 hrs the parts ar-

rived which only allowed some re-

pair work before siesta, sometime 

after, when work resumed, I just 

thought about next day being Sat-

urday and that I should confirm 

with the yard/hoist guys that they 

would be working….. response was 

a definite NO!! This would mean 

having to wait to Monday to be lift-

ed in! I don’t think the mechanics 

had thought of this but they kept at 

it and got the box assembled.   

1700 hrs whilst the mechanics were 

reinstalling all the bits, the hoist 

guys were moving the slings under 

the hull.  They proceeded to lift the 



A place setting decoration in a 

boutique restaurant in Altea. 
  

and move it to a position hoisted above 
the water – I think the inference was 
“no panic boys but it’s Friday night and 
we quit early!” 

I also had to clear things up quickly too 
because I took the opportunity from 
early morning to wash the hull, then 
polish it, then mask the waterline and 
apply a foot deep coat of a hard antifoul 
– I too had been thinking the hoist-in 
would be Sat morning. 
1800 hrs lowered into the water, gears 
working and motored to berth.. wow, 
what a relief. Next day, we knew would-
n’t be suitable, weather wise, to move 
on. It was spent doing laundry, settling 
a big bill at  Yacht Services and in the 
afternoon, polishing the top-sides. 

17th Sept 0735 hrs slipped berth Altea for Denia. Our meet with Caroline & Al-
fie had already been rescheduled for Monday 18th or Tuesday 19th. 
1235 hrs tied to berth H16 Marina de Denia (28 nm). 
18th Sept 0605 hrs slipped berth Denia for Valencia. Lots of lights from fishing 

vessels, our lights knowledge was a bit rusty, but eventually realised they were 

white stern lights – they were all making way ahead of us! 

0638 hrs first ‘glow’ on the horizon. 
0744 hrs sun-up. 
1345 hrs tied to fuel berth Real Juan Carlos I Marina Valencia (42 nm). 
1700 hrs Caroline & Alfie on-board. 
19th Sept 0800 hrs slipped Valencia for Puerto de Castellon de la Plana.        

1430 hrs tied to C Pontoon Puerto de Castellon da la Plana (35 nm). Next boat 

along side was ‘Demi Sec’, a Moody 38 skippered by Pat Pine from Kilrush and 

used to race against Flor Riordan in Carrigaline and knows John Harkin. He al-

so knew about Miss Observer Cowes Week which was made famous by Naomi 

James and was bought by Column Duffy and used to be moored in Portsalon. 

Alfie, Caroline and I had sailed (motored) to Tory ( my first tine there) on it in  



the seventies. Apparently Miss Observer has hit the same fate as Quoilespirit – 
it’s sunk!  In it’s case it is somewhere off the south coast of Ireland. 
20th Sept 0815 hrs slipped C Pontoon Castellon for Vinaroz. In this marina and 
others including Alicante the two mooring lines are attached to one lazy line. 
This is ok when berthing stern-to with the ‘narrow end’ taking the mooring 
lines, with us now going bows-to it’s a bit of a hassle after picking up both lines 
at one side and then handing one to the other side. There is always the fear of 
getting a line caught in the prop as in Alicante. When reversing out of the 
berth I was using the bow-thruster and it must have sucked in a lazy line or 
something and stripped the seven blade plastic prop. We are now without an 
operational bow–thruster. 
1505 hrs tied to Pontoon at Vinaroz (38 nm). After eating out continually for a 
while a bit home cooking seems attractive so we shopped for ingredients  and I 
cooked a mince stew – great! (self praise is no….and all that) 
21st Sept 0745 almost slipped for L’Amertlla de Mar when the button on the 
lever wouldn’t come out fully to allow reverse to be engaged. Copious amounts 
of WD40 solved the problem. It has since been cleaned  and gear lube added. 
0815 hrs slipped for L’Amertlla de Mar.                                                                    

1515 tied to Quay at Club Nautica L’Amertlla de Mar (38 nm). This a good sized 

fishing port and we encountered a very modern fish auction facility where it’s 

the Dutch type, the price coming down. It was very impressive  & exciting. 

The sky on fire at Castellon   



22nd Sept 0900 hrs slipped for El Sportiu Marina Tarragona. 
1015 hrs engine overheating and switched off. Whilst Alfie and I investigated 
and the Genoa having been hoisted the ‘girls’ sailed towards from whence we 
came. As well as a lot of water in the bilge there was also oil. Alfie reckoned 
that the overheating had expanded the area around the seal on the oil filter 
and allowed oil to exit. The oil filter was changed but very little oil was needed 
for the top-up. We suspected that the engine fresh water pump was leaking 
and upon manoeuvring under sail into the harbour and using the engine for 
the briefest of moments the boat was able to be guided to the berth. 
1200 hrs tied again to Quay L’Ametlla de Mar (10 nm).  

Asked the marinara about finding 
a mechanic, he went over to a 
small boat on a trailer, upon 
shouting, Ruben’s head popped 
up, after a few words of non-
understandable Spanish he 
jumped down and came to the 
boat. First, he was amused that it 
was a car engine – a marinised 
Ford Fiesta 1.8LD. With sign lan-
guage he agreed with our diagno-
sis, upon asking him to get on 
with the job he passed his phone 
to me to talk to the boss. At least 
Sofia had reasonable English,. The 

the beginning of more troubles emerged when she asked for a chassis number! 
After more explaining about Thornycroft marinising car engines, putting them 
in boats, I produced an engine number and quoted the year,1989. Response to, 
“ when can you do it” was just as bad - “we’re very busy, maybe next Tuesday 
or Wednesday”! It was left that she would start with sourcing the part, and 
that was the last we seen of Ruben! We got to work clearing up the mess, 
there wasn’t as much oil as first, it was just the water making it look more. 
Some years ago waterproof under-sheets for the children's bunks had been ac-
quired it was a very big packet, so a ‘dent’ was made in it using them to mop 
up. Job done and there was a text from Sofia saying the parts man was doing 
his nut without a chassis number and demanding a part number at least! I 
looked at Alfie, he looked at me, and I knew I’d have to start dismantling our-
selves and that meant the dreaded timing belt coming off! 

The offending Pump   



Before I started I thought I’d 

ring McGillions Ford dealer-

ship in Sion Mills. Gave Kieran, 

in parts, the numbers and de-

tails, he got up a diagram and 

emailed it. Not the same 

pump – it was one with a ‘V’ 

pulley driven off an alternator 

belt. Googled ‘engine fresh 

water pumps’ and onlineauto-

motive.com in the UK showed 

the one we needed. 

Pump extracted showing the part number 

and that it was driven off the back of the 

Timing Belt 

By this time I had the front cover removed exposing the belts and the offend-

ing pump, definitely offending (wobbly pulley). Still unsure about the possibil-

ity of sourcing one here it was decided to leave the UK source as a possibility. 

Proceeded with timing belt removal, taking care of course to follow the 

Haynes manual and a manual accompanying the belt kit sent from Athens to 

Symi in 2009 when a Fuel Timing Belt had broken after one had been ill-fitted 

by a mechanic in Turkey.  The home 

-made pins and bracket were still in 

the tool box and there were new 

belts stowed in a locker, yes, belts 

plural, because it wouldn’t be good 

practice to replace one without the 

other. Pump extracted, number de-

ciphered, this info was both texted 

to Sofia and telephoned to McGil-

lions (with the time difference they 

were still be open), again Kieran 

was the bearer of not great news, it 

seemed this part was obsolete, pre-

ceding the one in the diagram. 

  

Cam & Crank Sprockets with 

the Timing Pins in place. 
  



Anyway, it was Friday night, every-
thing had to be put on hold for the 
weekend – there was nothing for it 
but get cleaned up and hit the town!” 
23rd Sept 1000 hrs all in a taxi heading 
for Reus airport to collect a cheap hire 
car for 3 days, mind you it was an ex-
pense way to get there, but you know, 
no patience…. 
1200 hrs collected car and headed for 

Marina Villanova (between Tarragona 

& Barcelona), since getting back to 

Torrevieja we had been searching for 

suitable berths in this area. There’s a 

site ‘Top Barco's’ designed for individ-

uals advertising boats and berths for 

sale or rent. I was corresponding with  

four berth holders around Barcelona.  

We were on our way to meet one of them, a man accompanied by his wife, 
who was able to translate. Turned out to be a good berth, reasonable location 
but the price was not as advertised, various excuses made, they were decent 
enough people but the price was well exceeding our budget. 
1700 hrs time to make a call at Sitges to see the marina (Port de Aigaudolc)  

on the journey home. First impressions were fantastic, a bit old, not brand 

spanking new, this gave it a bit of character along with the palm trees. In-

quired at the office, 80 boats on the waiting list at €7500 per year or because 

the leases were up in four years we could purchase at the bargain price of 

€24000! Found  the “Art Hotel” Hotel Estela , bringing back memories of 

attending Gerry & Maeve’s wedding there in the company of the late Martin 

McConomy & Briege and other LSYC members. 

24th Sept 0930 hrs Caroline's birthday and off to visit other marina sites (if 

there hadn’t been the mechanical set backs this would have been done from 

the sea). Headed off to the furthest away first and worked our way back.  

1130 hrs looking for a parking space in El Masnou after our entry into the mar 

The “Art Hotel”  Hotel Estela    

just above the marina. 
  



It was Caroline's birthday—

guess which  glass was hers! 
  

-ina was denied by a hold up on the 
road by a big march of Catalonian in-
dependence protestors – politics, no 
change from home! For us this marina 
was probably the main contender for a 
berth for the winter, possibly the year. 
Five more visits were made, in the last, 
Cambrills, we found a Thai restaurant 
that was reasonably suitable for a cel-
ebratory meal. 
25th Sept 1000hrs googled nearest 
Ford dealer which was in Tarragona 
and we were on our way – thank 
goodness for Google Maps! That’s if I 
could follow them right – for some 
reason I was going to a different ad-
dress in an opposite direction!       
1330 hrs eventually found  the Ford 
place and the Parts department. 

A lot of head shaking, with, eventually the verdict, “part cancelled”. The guy 
was as helpful as he could and he gave us two addresses for car parts suppli-
ers. Upon returning to the car I thought about the possibilities of success and 
decided to order the part from Online Automotive. When on the phone doing 
the order, giving the delivery address at the marina, I had an idea that I might 
as well order two, one for spares, they were only £26 each plus £25 delivery. 
1400 hrs at AD FRECO and unbelievably, the guy checks the computer screen, 
turns to the stock shelves and comes back with the pump we need! One of the 
fixing holes are deeper than the original but in the box is the bolt requiired and 
a gasket. Ordered a 5 Litre of oil and a 5 litre of coolant, thought about spares 
stock and ordered two belts to replace the ones in stock that I would be using. 
1500 hrs late baguette lunch and headed back. 
1900 hrs out for a bite and being fed up with restaurant food I started on about 

egg & chips. Found a place where a pleasant young guy had only one egg! and 

his pression (draught) beer wouldn’t be in until manana (tomorrow)! However 

he proceeded to feed us, I got the one egg, the girls had Calamares and Alfie 

had Wild Boar (all this apparently was from his fathers allotment). His chips 

were home-made – we enjoyed all including his interventions of various tapas! 



26th Sept 0630 hrs early croisant & coffee breakfast before heading to Barcelo-

na El Prat T1 with Alfie & Caroline for their BA flight to Gatwick. Then upon 

dropping the car back at Reus returned by bus & train.                                      

1400 hrs. Onboard again and began the water pump installation. There was a 

gasket, there was only a little of the red gasket maker stuff that I think must 

have been a “belt & braces” application round the edges. The gasket was 

heavy card, much thicker than the one supplied, difficult to remove. Managed 

to wedge a stanley knife scraper tool underneath and remover it bit by bit, not 

damaging the face. The pump offered up to the hose easily, I found another 

bolt with the correct thread in the ‘tub’ and managed to use the new bolt in 

place of the funny philips headed one with the lock nuts. Tightened all up (inc 

jubilee clip on the hose), filled the system with 30% coolant (5 Litres), no leaks 

(and none overnight). The knees were sore and it was time for food! 

Back to “egg & chips”, 

mother was cooking and 

the pression beer was still 

manana! Anyway the ‘boy’ 

eventually arrived and up-

on me pointing at the emp-

ty San Miguel bottle he 

proceeded to pour a cania– 

obviously he had not co-

municated that the beer 

had been delivered. 
The  Pump illustrated on the website.   

Thinking of the non sight off mechanic I asked him if he or his father knew a 

good mechanic. He proceeded to contact the woman next door explaining that 

she was a guide. She appeared with a services book of the area which listed 

two mechanics, they were both near the train station. I rang the first one, a 

man called Alphons Fort then and there to the response; “only fish boats”! Not 

wanting to chance another rejection just then, I left ringing Lluis Sentis until the 

morning. 



27th Sept 0300 hrs after a call of nature the brain engaged, no clutch slippage 

there!  No sleeping either, so started to attend to the accumulation of thoughts. 

Closed the door to my side of cabin to reduce noise & light disturbance, first 

task was to replace a corroded jubilee clip I’d noticed on a heat exchanger boot. 

Then did a bit debris removal and cleaning around the front of the engine with 

special attention given to the Fuel Belt area. A plan was evolving to be at the 

garage door (just a bit down from the Spar shop) of Lluis Sentis at 0800 hrs. I 

then thought it would be useful if I wrote some notes about what I wanted him 

to do and then put it through Google Translate. This is what I did including in-

serting a couple of photos of ‘before’ and ‘after’, especially the ‘after’ to show 

the preparation for belts fitting using the timing pins.                                                                                                                 

0730 hrs document finished, of I go to arrive early at 0745 hrs, at least the 

place looked like a probability, it had a John Deere Marine logo beside his name 

above the door. Found a coffee & croissant cabin in the square opposite and 

waited. No sign of him at 0800, 0805, 0830, finally arriving at 0840. He read 

my notes, then got a young apprentice to attempt to translate his answer, he 

explained that he was the only one of his guys that could do it but, exposing his 

hip to show the scar ,explained he’d only had a hip operation recently and 

couldn’t take the chance of doing damage working in the cramped conditions 

such a job requires on a 12m boat. He did suggest I go to Jordi Arenas, turns 

out he has the chandlry in the marina and is a mechanic! Deflated, back to the 

boat for breakfast and set to waiting for the ‘non sight off’ mechanic, whilst 

waiting at the garage earlier I had rang Sofia without any response, however 

later she sent a text to say that she was sick (didn’t say what she was sick of!) 

and the usual “I will try if he come today”.  On Tue afternoon June had noticed 

a rusty washing machine and dryer making the assumption they weren’t work-

ing. I thought, better check them, maybe they work. Went over to check them 

and found they were working.  So, back on board, the next job was gathering 

up a load and going over to try to understand the programs.  This was to keep 

June busy the rest of the day. It was about then  I noticed the chandlry open, so 

upon asking the lady  there, she telephoned Jordi getting the response that he 

would come to the boat in half an hour. Maybe progress at last! 



1100 hrs he duly came, gave him the notes I’d prepared for Lluis Sentis, he did 

a lot of “oohing & ahing”, signalled to me to follow him back to the shop 

where the lady translated that because I had started the work (and that was 

because we needed the part no) he wouldn’t take the responsibility. He 

seemed perturbed/mystified that engine was Ford car engine so rang Gironis, 

a car mechanic but got the same response. At this point I was quite deflated, I 

was losing any hope of Ruben turning up before Xmas and the thought that 

out of 4 mechanics, 3 wouldn’t do the job and the 4th was incapacitated. I felt 

very much on my own, but that I’d need to make a start on it myself. 

The Tensioner Spring & Pulley   

1430 hrs, the Fuel Belt has been re-

moved and it’s time for a salad. After, 

proceeded to fit new Fuel Belt. It took a 

long while trying to persuade it over the 

idler pulley without damaging it using 

too much leverage. At this stage I rang 

Fred Wood in Malta ( he is the engineer 

in the Baldachino yard where we had 

boast serviced twice) to confirm that ex-

cessive leverage should be avoided.  He 

was quite positive though about what 

had been done with the timing pins and 

particularly that the bar was inserted in 

the groove at the back of the Camshaft. 

– I got the impression he wouldn’t have 

bothered with the pin on the Crankshaft. He said just fit the belts, do the ten-

sioners as explained and turn the engine by hand four times to check that noth-

ing hits. Eventually the Fuel Belt is in place. The closeness of the outer part of 

the tensioner spring to the back of the belt was concerning me a bit but I went 

ahead with fitting of the Timing Belt, again it was slow, the manual says loosen 

the bolts on the Camshaft sprocket but I hadn’t remembered doing that the 

last time and I didn’t like the idea of taking more off. When it was on, it took a 

while getting the tensioning done according to the manual. 



With the Timing Belt completed my attention was drawn to the other tensioner 

and discovered that the tensioner bracket was out of its pivot at the opposite 

end to the spring, couldn’t get it to move far enough to ‘slot’ on again. I knew I 

was giving myself bother when levering the spring itself off, but I had no other 

choice other than remove both belts!  

1730 hrs dark clouds turn 

to a huge downpour  re-

flecting the  mood!  Got 

the bracket back on its 

pivot but getting the 

spring back in was some 

han’lin. I had June helping 

with holding screwdrivers 

this way and that. We 

tried holding the spring 

squeezed shut with so 

many cable ties that they 

then left it too bulky to fit. 

So, ties off again and tried 

the old fashioned way. 

Eventually, with the use of the wider flatness of a 20mm wood drilling bit I 

could achieve more purchase to lever it in – boy, a great feeling of relief! 

2100 hrs June had a stew made, and we were ready for it!  Bowls licked and 

after coffee, June was suggesting that I would need a sleep before continuing 

– what do you think! I just couldn’t leave it. Torqued the three bolts needing 

so, removed the two timing pins, the crankshaft pin and the bar checking the 

groove at the back of the camshaft. Replaced the rocker cover and just kept 

looking at everything to try and convince myself that I’d missed nothing. 

Marked the crank pulley with marker pen and had June count the revolutions 

as I began turning to check for hits, bangs, metal upon metal - any noise. Eight 

complete turns later and confidence was rising. Walked around the engine a 

few times looking everywhere, I knew there was no sea water cooling but was 

The downpour impression on the water   



also happy that there would be enough time to test with 5 litres of coolant in 

place. So, grabbed the companionway steps, bounded up, turned the key, wait-

ed for the buzzer to stop, it didn’t, turned further, engine fired and rumbled to 

life. No bangs, down the steps, seemed ok, except for a tiney scraping noise, up 

again, switched off. The buzzer hadn’t stopped and the charging light hadn’t 

gone off during the brief running but quickly realised there was no alternator 

connected, hence there would be no charging. Started it again, still the tiney 

noise, switched off to investigate. I was getting the impression the noise had 

something to do with camshaft sprocket backing plate, I had to twist/unseat it a 

lot when ‘butchering’ it to remove the old pump. Started to push, thump, the 

plate away from places where it looked like it was touching, worked like this for 

about another three or four times starting & ‘killing the engine. The noise was 

getting less, if you remember the new water pulley had a flange on the outside 

(that’s another thing that didn’t help when trying to fit the timing belt), this 

flange had the effect of pushing the belt back towards the backing plate maybe 

a millimetre. The next time running I noticed that the pulley on the 2nd alterna-

tor was jingling a bit, so I mask taped it up and the noise was almost gone, an-

other tweak at the backing plate and I reckoned we were, as one of the Irish 

Country songs puts it, “doing something with diesel”!  Then, disaster – I’d been 

so concentrating on the noise that I hadn’t looked anywhere else, like, for exam-

ple in the bilge – BLACK OIL!!! First thought: that blasts Alfie’s theory about the 

oil escaping through the oil filter seal!. Couldn’t figure it. Began looking again, 

thinking new engine – is purgatory L’Ametlla de Mar!                            

Totally despondent I just had to clean things up and keep thinking, more water-

proof under-sheets and ‘wipes’ ( it’s not right putting those on babies bottoms) 

and things are getting tidy again, it was then I noticed the various pipes includ-

ing domestic water ones dripping/smeared with black oil. The source of the 

problem started to dawn on me and relief started to flood my brain. In screwing 

down the rocker cover I had not noticed that a part of the rubber gasket wasn’t 

in place, about six inches were oil had spilled at force enough to cause it to 

splash. With an overhead cam there’s a lot of oil splashing around up there.  

June went to bed, giving up on trying to persuade me any more! 



Before turning in I just had to assemble the V- pulleys, connect the sea water 

pump, front cover and alternators. All done, bed felt great at 0300 hrs! 

28th  Sept 0800 hrs five hours great rest and it was breakfast, croissants & 

coffee, before heading up to the Spar for a few supplies at 0900 opening. Dur-

ing breakfast I had the engine under test at 1000 rpm for 30 mins, The temper-

ature gauge behaved! Whilst at the Spar I rang Fred Wood to tell him the pro-

gress, just in case I was still missing something. He advised another 30 mins 

under load before heading out to sea. This was duly done (without causing any 

further concerns) upon return to the boat, that took us up to 1000 hrs and time 

to visit the marina office to settle account. By the way, on the way back to the 

boat on Tuesday I had a call from Mike at Online Automotive saying that they 

had only one water pump in stock, I said OK but asked if there was still time to 

change the delivery address from the current to the berth agent address in El 

Masnou. His response was in the positive so that got rid of the complication of 

having to wait, thus allowing to leave straight away.  There was pleasant out-

come at marina office too. Two nights had already been paid but they allowed 

a 50% discount off the outstanding five days. 

1030 hrs slipped Port Nauti-

ca L’Ametlla de Mar for 

Puerto Club Nautica Cam-

brills a shortish journey for a 

wee bit tired skipper & 

crew! 

1325 hrs tied fuel berth 

Cambrills . 130 litres/260nm 

= 0.5l per nm. @ 45 hrs = 

2.9l/hr. 

1340 hrs tied  berth R3 Puer-

to Cambrills (15nm). An ear-

ly  meal (menu de dias—

€9.95 at a Chinese and bed. 
There was a lot of shipping off Tarragona   



29th Sept 0800 hrs slipped Puerto Club 
Nautica Cambrills for Aguadolc  
(Puerto de Sitges). 
1445 hrs tied berth Puerto de Sitges 
(36nm). 
Walked to the Old Town retracing our 
steps reminiscing about our time 
there attending the wedding. Even 
found the hotel we stayed in with 
Martin & Briege. 
30th Sept 0900 hrs slipped Aguadolc 
Puerto de Sitges for Puerto de El Mas-
nou. Was noticing since yesterday the 
slightest of weeps on the side of the 
engine block, looked like maybe from 
the pump. 
1400 hrs tied fuel berth El Masnou. 
1430 hrs tied berth 907 El Masnou 

(29nm).  This was to be our berth for 

the next six months, whilst it’s great 

cruising and seeing interesting places 

it’s also great to ‘park’ for the winter.  

Stone Tower in the 

old town of Sitges 
  

2nd Sept 1000 hrs signed paperwork with Servimar.  El Masnou is a hillside 

town separated from the beaches and marina by a railway track.  Whilst the 

negative is having to use underpasses, the positive is the convenience of hav-

ing a train station by the entrance of the marina. We’ve already been to Bar-

celona, 20 mins south (€2.50!) and to Roses to the north, last resort/marina 

before France. El Prat Barcelona Airport is only 30 mins by train.  

1530 hrs surprise visit from Roddy & Rosie (on holiday in Salou), Roddy used to 

crew with us on Quoilespirit, he can be seen around the marina in Fahan these 

days, he has taken over Saoirse from Susan Heaney. Showed him the ‘weep’ 

on the side of the engine, suggested that I should have used some gasket mak-

er in addition to the paper gasket supplied. Also said (with confidence) that a 

product like ‘Radweld’ would cure it. It did, after sourcing it next day! They 

stayed the night, good meal out, ‘cocktails’ later, next morning—very dull!!! 



Glimpses of Roses   

”Two roads diverged in a wood, and I….took the one less 

travelled by,  And that has made all the difference”. 

(Robert Lee Frost 1874-1963) 

We’ve enjoyed cruising the Med since the beginning of 

the century.  Starting in Greece, then moving on to Turkey, 

Lebanon (visiting the Cedars and an overland to Damas-

cus), even a winter in Tel Aviv. Returning via Cyprus to 

Crete, then on to Sicily, Tunisia, Sardinia, Menorca and 

mainland Spain. The sights, experiences and challenges 

have enriched our lives and if spared, we’ll take more…. 

In ref to the Cedars of Lebanon the Psalmist quotes: “they 

still bear fruit in old age, they are ever full of sap and 

green”  Psalm 92 12-15 
SLAINTHE!   


